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ABSTRACT: Superconcentrated electrolytes, being highly thermody-
namically nonideal, provide a stringent proving ground for continuum
transport theories. Herein, we test an ostensibly complete model of LiPF6
in ethyl-methyl carbonate (EMC) based on the Onsager−Stefan−
Maxwell theory from irreversible thermodynamics. We perform
synchronous magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and chronopotentiom-
etry to examine how superconcentrated LiPF6:EMC responds to
galvanostatic polarization and open-circuit relaxation. We simulate this
experiment using an independently parametrized model with six
composition-dependent electrolyte properties, quantified up to satu-
ration. Spectroscopy reveals increasing ion association and solvent
coordination with salt concentration. The potentiometric MRI data agree
closely with the predicted ion distributions and overpotentials, providing
a completely independent validation of the theory. Superconcentrated
electrolytes exhibit strong cation−anion interactions and extreme solute-volume effects that mimic elevated lithium
transference. Our simulations allow surface overpotentials to be extracted from cell-voltage data to track lithium interfaces.
Potentiometric MRI is a powerful tool to illuminate electrolytic transport phenomena.

Aspatiotemporal understanding of how chemical species
and potential are distributedon both microscopic
and mesoscopic scalesis vital to lithium-battery

development. As lithium batteries proliferate across more
demanding applications, a strong grasp of electrolytic
thermodynamics and mass-transport phenomena will be
critical to the optimization of existing technologies and the
design of new formulations with advanced capabilities.1−4

Local concentration and potential within electrolytic
solutions must be managed during battery operation, because
their distributions affect several distinct phenomena across a
wide range of systems. Polarization of the composition and
voltage within a cell as it cycles leads to capacity under-
utilization and also restricts fast-charging efficiency.5,6 Con-
centration overpotentials are particularly important during
operation at high current densities, where they can obfuscate
operational limits based on the equilibrium potentials for
lithiating graphitic anodes, ultimately leading to lithium-metal
plating.7,8 The dendritic morphology of plated lithium, a key
barrier to lithium-metal batteries, is strongly affected by the
instantaneous liquid-phase composition and voltage near the
electrode surfaces, as well as by additives that alter solution

thermodynamics.9−13 Both solid−electrolyte interphase (SEI)
formation and degradation side reactions are governed by
reaction processes whose rates depend on interfacial electrolyte
concentrations.14−16 On a more fundamental level, studies of
electrode kinetics based on cell voltage require true surface
overpotentials to be distinguished from potential drops away
from the interfaces, such as Ohmic and diffusive losses.17

The properties of liquid electrolytes depend strongly on
their salt content. Renewed attention has been given to
superconcentrated electrolytes, which in some cases exhibit
widened voltage stability windows and higher apparent rate
capabilities.18−20 In the superconcentrated regime, cation,
anion, and solvent speciation is incredibly complex, dominated
by coordinated aggregation phenomena such as solvent
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binding and ion pairing.4,21−24 Because many studies of
superconcentrated electrolytes do not include complete
assessments of transport and thermodynamic properties, the
literature remains unclear about whether the advantages stem
from interfacial or bulk characteristics.25−27 It is therefore of
interest to examine how concentration and potential polar-
ization evolve within superconcentrated electrolytes subjected
to applied currents.
Newman’s concentrated-solution theory derives from the

Onsager−Stefan−Maxwell (OSM) model of multicomponent
diffusionan implementation of irreversible thermodynamics
that takes electrochemical-potential gradients, rather than
concentration gradients, to be the fundamental forces that
drive diffusion.28 Unlike Nernst−Planck dilute-solution theory,
OSM theory also accounts explicitly for ion/ion diffusional
drag interactions, which generally cannot be neglected in
battery electrolytes.29,30 The thermodynamic principles that
underpin OSM theory also support the consistent inclusion of
standard equilibrium properties, such as component partial
molar volumes and Darken thermodynamic factors.31,32

For binary electrolytic solutions wherein speciation kinetics
is very fast, a single (Darken) thermodynamic factor χ accounts
for deviation from the ideal Nernstian relationship between
concentration polarization and concentration overpotential.
Also, effective electrolyte and solvent partial molar volumes,
denoted V̅e and V̅0, respectively, parametrize the concentration
dependence of the solution’s density. Together these three
thermodynamic properties should provide a complete
description of an equilibrated electrolyte at constant temper-
ature T and pressure p. With the thermodynamic parameters in
hand, the three Stefan−Maxwell diffusivities describing
pairwise species/species diffusional-drag interactions map
into an ionic conductivity κ, salt diffusion coefficient D, and
cation transference number relative to the solvent velocity t+

0.
Thermodynamic constraints demand that these six essential
material properties vary only with local salt molarity c at fixed
T and p.
When applied to a three-species electrolytic solution,91 OSM

theory produces two independent force-explicit transport
equations that describe the dynamical state.28 Inversion of
these equations leads to two flux-explicit transport laws,
parametrized by the six key composition-dependent proper-
ties.33−35 First, the total molar cation flux N⃗+ is described in
terms of contributions from diffusion, migration driven by the
ionic current density i,⃗ and convection at the volume-average
velocity v⃗□ (defined in the Supporting Information, eq S4) as

⃗ = − ∇⃗ + ⃗ + ⃗+
+ □N D c

t
F

i cv
0

(1)

where F represents Faraday’s constant. Second, a modified
form of Ohm’s law breaks the current density down into an
Ohmic contribution, driven by the local potential gradient, and
a Nernstian contribution, driven by gradients in composition:
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in which R is the gas constant and T is the absolute
temperature. To produce the simulations below, eqs 1 and 2
were augmented by local state equations, material balances,
and boundary conditions, which are detailed in section S2.A of
the Supporting Information.

Several attempts to parametrize the composition depend-
ences of all six key properties in eqs 1 and 2 have been made,
involving a range of experimental and numerical ap-
proaches.36−43 The convection term in eq 1 is typically
disregarded, but volume-related transport phenomena such as
Faradaic convection may become dominant in electrolytes
where the salt fraction is high.44−46 Only a few groups have
attempted to validate measured parameters, by comparison of
theoretical predictions to voltage measurements or other-
wise.36−39

In situ methods such as nuclear magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI), X-ray scattering, and confocal Raman spectroscopy
have been employed to visualize the time evolution of
electrolyte-concentration profiles.9,47−49 In particular, inverse
modeling techniques have been applied to MRI data to extract
transport parameters.47,50−52 Material properties determined in
this way are highly sensitive to prior assumptions about the
composition dependences of properties, as well as to the model
variant that is chosen when fitting the data. Most inverse
modeling of MRI has used models reliant on several restrictive
assumptions, e.g., dilute-solution theory,53 modeling without
independent consideration of the thermodynamic factor,47 or
neglect of solute-volume effects,54 or has employed ad hoc
adaptations to account for additional phenomena such as
dendrite growth.53,55,56 Most recently, Bazak et al. extracted
composition-dependent transference numbers and diffusivities
from steady-state concentration profiles measured with MRI by
inverse modeling based on a concentrated-solution theory that
excluded the thermodynamic factor χ and the Faradaic-
convection phenomenon.50 No MRI studies have validated
the properties extracted from concentration measurements
against the cell voltage, which should be wholly determined by
the transport model during open-circuit relaxations.57

In situ approaches to date have focused on parameter
estimation, but a more foundational question remains: Is the
concentrated-solution transport theory itself valid? That is,
does an ostensibly “complete” transport model based on
irreversible thermodynamics, fully parametrized ex situ in the
traditional, circumstantial way, in fact predict the concen-
tration profiles and transient cell voltages seen in situ?
To address this question, we report a complete set of

thermodynamic and transport properties for solutions of
lithium hexafluorophosphate (LiPF6) in ethyl methyl carbo-
nate (EMC) across the entire solubility range, including the
superconcentrated regime near the salt’s saturation limit. The
LiPF6:EMC system is representative of superconcentrated
electrolytes based on linear-carbonate solvents.18 Highly
nonideal speciation in the superconcentrated regime is
confirmed by observations with Raman spectroscopy. Struc-
tural observations derived from the Raman spectra correlate
well with trends in the partial molar volumes, confirming that
the inclusion of solute-volume phenomena within the OSM
model of the bulk electrolyte is critical to predict ion fluxes
accurately at high salt concentrations.36,37,44 The transport
model is parametrized using a bespoke suite of electrochemical
measurements designed to isolate the concentration depend-
ences of individual properties.36 Finally, potentiometric MRI
data gathered during galvanostatic polarization/relaxation
demonstrate strong agreement with transient concentration
and voltage profiles predicted by model simulations. These
results confirm the high fidelity and microscopic predictive
capability of the solution-phase transport model, justifying its
use to isolate the voltage signatures of interfacial phenomena.
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Species Interactions Increase with Salt Molarity.
Figure 1 presents physicochemical data and Raman spectra
for LiPF6:EMC solutions as functions of their superficial salt
molarity c. As the saturation limit of LiPF6:EMC at c = 3.8 M is
approached, the solution’s mass density ρ, shown in Figure 1A,
levels off. (These data were gathered from filtered supernatant
liquid, so the horizontal slope above 3.8 M reflects that all the
added salt has not dissolved.) The change in the density’s slope
with respect to molarity, from 85 g/mol at 3 M to 0 g/mol
beyond the saturation limit of 3.8 M, indicates a large increase
in the salt partial molar volume V̅e, as described in the
Supporting Information (eq S14). Figure 1B shows that the
salt’s volume fraction within solution rises sharply near
saturation, reaching nearly 40% at 3.8 M. This suggests that
significant Faradaic convection (bulk flow driven by the
volume flux of Li+ across electrode boundaries) should
accompany interfacial redox reactions in concentrated electro-
lytes.44

Changes in the Raman bands associated with PF6
− and

EMC, shown in panels C and D of Figure 1, respectively,
indicate dramatic changes in solution structure as salt content
rises. Figure 1C shows increased shift of the PF6

− stretching
vibration from its expected 741 cm−1 band and an increase in
intensity as molarity rises, trends which have been correlated
with a rising extent of ion association.58−60 Data from Figure
1D was used to assess the coordination of solvent with lithium
cations by comparing the integrated peak fit area around ∼930
cm−1, associated with asymmetric C−O stretching of the free
molecule, with that around ∼946 cm−1 associated with Li+−
EMC coordination.61,62 There is also a peak at ∼918 cm−1,
which has been attributed to the stretching of C=O double

bonds;63 in unbound EMC its height correlates with the peak
height at ∼930 cm−1. Figure 1E presents how the percentage of
bound solvent, computed using these peak areas, varies with
molarity. Below 1 Mthe concentration regime for standard
lithium-ion-battery electrolytesour Raman analysis indicates
that the majority of EMC moves freely, but the opposite holds
above 3 M, where more than 90% of the EMC is coordinated
with lithium. The monotonic increase in solvent coordination
with concentration qualitatively agrees with prior studies of
LiPF6 in linear-carbonate solvents,64 although infrared spec-
troscopy tends to show higher coordination at lower
concentrations.65

A relatively steady transition to a state wherein ions and
solvent are highly coordinated occurs across the 1−3 M range,
commensurate with behavior observed for other nonaqueous
solutions.4 As such, theories that assume infinite dilution or
neglect ion−ion interactions cannot account entirely for
transport at high concentrations, which is driven by both the
typical “vehicular” transport mode, in which solvated ions
move freely through the solution, as well as a “structural”
mode, in which cations move by rearranging the bonds in their
local coordination networks.29,66 Dilute-solution theory and
many popular concentrated-solution models also neglect a
“kinematic” transport mode, in which the bulk electrolyte is
driven to move because salt flux carries a portion of the
solution volume along with it. (Faradaic convection is an
example of a kinematic transport mode.) Consistent models
must include both species−species interactions and solute-
volume effects.36,37,44

Ex Situ Property Measurements. Prior measurements of
transport and thermodynamic properties for LiPF6:EMC up to

Figure 1. Variation of physicochemical properties and molecular interactions with salt concentration from 0 M to saturation (3.8 M). (A)
Density measurements for LiPF6:EMC solutions at 25 °C. The dashed line (- - -) at 3.8 M demarcates saturation. (B) Salt volume fraction,
derived from salt molarity c and solute partial molar volume V̅e computed with Supporting Information eq S14). (C) Raman spectra for
LiPF6:EMC in the range of 720−780 cm−1; the asterisk indicates crystalline LiPF6. (D) Raman spectra for LiPF6:EMC in the range of 920−
980 cm−1 showing solvent interaction. (E) Bound solvent fraction, as calculated by comparing the change in peak fit areas between the neat
EMC solvent and saturated LiPF6:EMC solution. Error bars represent uncertainty due to peak fitting of the EMC C−O stretching band (see
the Supporting Information for further details)
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2 M were extended into the superconcentrated regime using
the experimental characterization suite developed by Wang et
al.36 The composition dependence of every material parameter
involved in eqs 1 and 2 is presented in Figure 2. Ionic

conductivity κ (Figure 2A) trends through a maximum at ∼1.5
M, as the entropic driving force for salt dissociation at high
dilution is counterbalanced by the increased diffusional drag
that ions experience at higher concentrations. Salt diffusivity D
(Figure 2B) falls monotonically with concentration, consistent
with a decrease in both ions’ mobilities relative to the solvent.
The Hittorf transference number t+

0 (Figure 2C) trends
downward, showing that Li+ carries a decreasing fraction of
the ionic current as salt content rises. Note that this
observation has been reported before26 and opposes the
conclusion drawn by other groups that lithium transference
appears higher in the superconcentrated regime.19,67 The
discrepancy can be explained by a difference in definitions

between the Hittorf transference number t+
0 and the transport

number t+, which is equivalent to the transference parameter
extracted by the Bruce−Vincent method.19,37,67,68 Whereas t+

0

is defined within concentrated-solution theory to ensure that it
is a truly isolable property of the bulk electrolyte,36 the
formulas used to quantify t+ derive from Nernst−Planck dilute-
solution theory, thereby neglecting both ion−ion diffusional
interactions69 and convective effects35 in the data processing.
When the volume fraction of salt in a solution is appreciable,
the solution-volume change that accompanies interfacial
reactions drives a bulk flow, which elevates the apparent
transport number t+

36,44 through convectionan effect that
has nothing to do with bulk transference.41 Thus, the
“enhanced transference” of superconcentrated electrolytes
seen by prior researchers may more accurately be interpreted
as enhanced Faradaic convection owing to the high volume
fraction of salt.
The thermodynamic properties shed light on solution

behavior in the superconcentrated regime as well. At moderate
concentrations, up to 1 M, poor salt dissociation suppresses χ
below its ideal value of unity, as a consequence of EMC’s low
relative permittivity (approximately 3).3,36,70 Solution non-
idealities grow at concentrations above 1 M, driving a dramatic
increase in χ (Figure 2D). In line with the Raman spectra
presented in Figure 1, the rise in salt activity (Supporting
Information eq S17) likely is due to an ever-increasing extent
of solute−solvent coordination.70 Note also that changes in the
thermodynamic factor ultimately reflect changes in the salt’s
chemical potential. This interpretation of the thermodynamic
factor is also consistent with the trends seen in the partial
molar volumes (Figure 2E): the electrolyte’s partial molar
volume rises steadily, with a steeper change above 3 M. Salt
formula units in solution would be expected to attain elevated
effective volumes if more solvent molecules become coordi-
nated with them. Thus, these extreme nonideal variations in
thermodynamic behavior would be expected to impact the
thermodynamics of solvation/desolvation reactions at elec-
trode surfaces.
Finally, OSM diffusivities, shown in Figure 2F, express the

mobility of one species relative to another. Casting these data
in terms of Onsager drag coefficients (Figure S3.A), rather
than diffusivities, also corroborates the observations that
solute−solvent drag interactions increase steadily as the
concentration tends toward saturation, that significant
cation−anion coordination impacts the ionic conductivity
nonmonotonically with concentration, and that all three
pairwise diffusional drag interactions (cation−solvent, anion−
solvent, and cation−anion) have similar magnitudes in the
superconcentrated regime (Figure S3.B). The Supporting
Information (Figure S3C) also presents Onsager diffusivities,
which can be interpreted as measures of correlation decay.
These reveal that cation/anion fluctuations transition from
correlated to anticorrelated at the conductivity maximum.

Potentiometric MRI. The response of a 3 M LiPF6:EMC
solution sandwiched between planar lithium-metal electrodes
with an 8 mm interelectrode spacing was investigated to probe
concordance between potentiometric MRI data and the
predictions of irreversible thermodynamics based in the
OSM concentrated-solution theory. Experiments were per-
formed using sealed custom Swagelok-style PEEK cells with
cylindrical internal geometry (Figure S7). The cells were
subjected to galvanostatic pulse−relaxation experiments, in
which a 60 μA (0.48 mA/cm2) current pulse was applied for 2

Figure 2. Transport (blue) and thermodynamic (red) properties
for LiPF6:EMC measured at 25 °C. Composition-dependent
correlation curves with confidence intervals and tables of the
raw experimental data are provided in Tables S1 and S2. (A) Ionic
conductivity κ as measured by AC conductometry. (B) Salt
diffusivity D as measured by potentiometric restricted diffusion.
(C) Transference number t+

0 () as measured by Hittorf
experiments, determined from the cathodic (○) and anodic (×)
chambers of the Hittorf cell as depicted in Figure S2, alongside the
transport number t+ (- - -) that would arise from data processing
without Faradaic convection. (D) Darken thermodynamic factor χ
as measured by shifting-reference concentration cells. The dashed
line shows the ideal value of unity. (E) Partial molar volumes for
solvent V̅0 (- - -) and salt V̅e () from densitometry (Supporting
Information eqs S13 and S14). (F) Onsager−Stefan−Maxwell
diffusion coefficients between EMC and PF6

−
0− (- - -), EMC and

Li+ 0+ (·−·), and Li+ and PF6
−

+− (), determined from
properties presented in panels A−E (see the Supporting
Information, section S.2D)
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h, followed by an open-circuit (0 mA/cm2) hold; the cell
voltage and MRI signal were tracked during both the pulse and
the relaxation. Cells were oriented vertically, with positive
current in an upward direction to minimize buoyancy effects
(free convection) arising from density gradients that
accompany concentration polarization within the cell.28,47 19F
MRI concentration profile imaging was performed on the PF6

−

anion, 19F representing the strongest signal from all the ions
present in this system; Li+ concentration was inferred via the
local electroneutrality approximation. Image acquisition
occurred approximately every 4 min, using a 1D spin−echo
pulse sequence with the external magnetic field aligned along
the direction of ion transport.71 Synchronous cell-voltage data
was gathered throughout the duration of the experiment and is
discussed below.
Model calculations were performed using COMSOL

Multiphysics software; the code used to perform simulations
is available on GitHub.72 Transient balances of charge, volume,
and cation concentration in the axial direction, a coupled
partial differential equation system determined by eqs 1 and 2,
were solved with appropriate boundary conditions, as detailed
in the Supporting Information (section S2.A).
Simulation output is compared with the experimental data in

Figure 3. It should be emphasized that the only parameters
input to the model are the electrode spacing, the pulse
duration, and the applied current density; no material
parameters from the property set in Table S1 were tuned to

achieve the agreement between panels A and B or panels D
and E of Figure 3. The macroscopic model indeed predicts
those microscopic states with good accuracy: panels C and F of
Figure 3 demonstrate that the theoretical and experimental
concentrations align within ±5% at all times. This validation
exercise supports the use of continuum-scale theories based in
irreversible thermodynamics to complement the modeling of
degradation or formation processes in lithium batteries, which
usually involve mechanistic reaction models that incorporate
solution-phase species concentrations local to interfaces.73

The concentration response during the constant-current
pulse, shown in Figure 3A,B, is governed by diffusion,
migration, and Faradaic convection (eq 1).44,74 The balance
of these effects determines the slope of the concentration
profile at the electrolyte’s boundaries, which is generally
proportional to the applied current. As time passes, diffusion
boundary layers penetrate toward the center of the cell, a
process dominated by the balance between diffusion, which
controls the penetration depth of the layer, and migration,
which determines the rate that the excess concentration grows
or decreases at the boundaries.
Figure 3E presents the open-circuit concentration relaxation

recorded by MRI. Whereas previous in situ MRI character-
izations have studied the galvanostatic polarization step
exclusively,47,50−52 the relaxation data reported here is
particularly useful because it is governed by diffusion alone.
During the relaxation, the concentration profile becomes flat at

Figure 3. Comparison between dynamic concentration gradients simulated via the ex situ parametrized model and profiles captured by
potentiometric 19F MRI during galvanostatic polarization/relaxation of 3 M LiPF6:EMC between planar Li-metal electrodes at 25 °C. Color
varies from steel blue, through maroon, to sea green as time increases. (A) Model-simulated concentration profiles for a 2 h pulse
polarization at 0.48 mA/cm2. (B) 19F MRI concentration profiles measured for a 2 h pulse polarization at 0.48 mA/cm2. (C) Percentage
error in microscopic concentration between MRI measurements and model predictions during the polarization step. (D) Model-simulated
concentration profiles during open-circuit relaxation after the 2 h pulse. (E) 19F MRI concentration profiles measured during open-circuit
relaxation after the 2 h pulse. (F) Percentage error between MRI measurements and model predictions during the relaxation step.
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the boundaries, confirming the absence of the current-
proportional effects of migration and Faradaic convection.
Previous analyses of restricted diffusion experiments have
relied on alternative single-point or integral-average composi-
tion indicators, such as concentration overpotential, ultra-
violet−visible spectroscopy, or local conductivity measure-
ments,33,36,75−77 which cannot validate details of the micro-
scopic concentration distributions revealed by MRI.
Note that the disagreement between the predicted and

simulated concentration responses, quantified in Figure 3C,F,
is always largest at the electrolyte’s edgesthe spatial domain
that is also subject to higher experimental error.54 This is due
in part to susceptibility effects from the Li metal electrodes.
The presence of an electronic conductor commonly causes
radio frequency (RF) attenuation or dispersion, which affects
the MRI calibration significantly. Still, there is notable
additional error on the side of the cell where Li plating occurs
(x = 8 mm in Figure 3). Over a distance of about 0.5 mm from
the edge on the right of Figure 3E, the transient MRI profiles
do not appear to relax as fast as the predictions in Figure 3D,
but the left sides of the distributions in both panels relax on
apparently similar time scales.
It should be emphasized that lithium plating occurred at the

right side of the domain shown in panels B and E of Figure 3,
whereas lithium was stripped at the left. Changes in lithium
surface morphology during plating are well-documented and
might be a source of the apparently slower relaxation at the
right. Formation of a mossy lithium layer would lower the
effective diffusivity observed in regions where lithium was
deposited, but this is unlikely given the relatively small amount
of lithium plated during the current pulse. A charge density of
0.95 mAh/cm2 was passed during the pulse, which would

correspond to a dense Li layer 4.7 μm thick. If the mossy
lithium were to spread over the distance suggested by the
figure, the porosity of plated lithium would have to be more
than 99%, which is unlikely in light of the microscopic
observations of lithium electrodeposition by, for example,
Wood and colleagues.78 The volume of lithium plated is far too
low to produce structures that isolate pockets of electrolyte. If
needle-like lithium filaments were present, it would be possible
for them to protrude hundreds of micrometers into the
electrolyte. This deposit morphology cannot account for the
slow observed concentration relaxation, however; porosities
above 99% would have negligible impact on effective diffusivity
and therefore cannot explain the apparently slower relaxa-
tion.79,80 It is much more likely that the anomalous region near
the electrode is due to intrinsic error in the MRI measurement.
RF shielding and distortion effects are commonly observed in
the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) of metallic materials.
Layers of metal powders, which one would expect are
structurally similar to mossy lithium from the electromagnetic
standpoint, have been observed to induce inhomogeneities in
MRI signals much larger than the layer thickness.81−83 It is
noteworthy that an enhanced dispersive phenomenon due to
the porosity of deposited lithium may be further exacerbated in
experiments that rely on longer-duration polarizations (and
thus a greater thickness of mossy Li) to achieve steady-state
concentration profiles. Past sources from the inverse-modeling
literature have typically navigated this issue by excluding data
within some distance of the electrode from the data
processing.47,84

For electrolytes in the superconcentrated regime, consistent
multicomponent transport models are necessary to account for
the complex interactions present. In particular, because ∼25%

Figure 4. Voltage response of highly concentrated electrolyte during 2 h, 0.48 mA/cm2 galvanostatic polarization, and subsequent open-
circuit relaxation. (A) Experimental cell voltage recorded during in situ MRI (○); colors vary over time consistently with the legends in
Figure 3. COMSOL-simulation predictions of solution-phase overpotentials (solid ) due to Ohmic and Nernstian contributions. Inset A.i:
Surface-overpotential contribution to cell voltage (red-shaded area) as inferred from the difference between model-predicted overpotentials
and measured voltage response. Inset A.ii: Ohmic drop (green-shaded area) as calculated from simulation output by integration of the
corresponding term in eq 2. Inset A.iii: Semilog plot of concentration overpotential (blue-shaded area) showing its transient decay during
the relaxation step. (B) Voltage residual between experiment and simulation during the relaxation step.
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of the electrolyte volume is contributed by salt (cf. Figure 1B),
there is a substantial Faradaic convection effect, in which the
cation exchange owing to plating and stripping of lithium at
the solution boundaries induces a volume flux in the bulk
whose current dependence differs from that of migration.36,44

The neglect of solute-volume phenomena explains why inverse
modeling of MRI data has yielded current-density-dependent
transference numbers, such as those reported by Bazak et al.84

Profiles in Figures 3 and S11 show that the parameter sets in
this work, which are taken to depend only on local electrolyte
composition, suffice to predict the system response.
Voltammetric Validation. During a galvanostatic pulse,

the measured voltage consists of contributions from Ohmic
drop associated with ionic conductivity; concentration over-
potential due to the developing concentration difference across
the cell; and two surface overpotentials, which drive stripping
and plating half-reactions at the Li metal electrodes. The
concentrated-solution theory accounts only for the potential
drop within the bulk solution phase and therefore models only
the first two of these contributions (Figure 4A, solid line).44

During the open-circuit hold the surface overpotentials vanish
and the model used here should account for all of the cell
voltage.
Model prediction matches the observed voltage decay well

(within 7 mV at all times in Figure 4B) during the open-circuit
relaxation step, confirming the validity of the OSM parameters
quantified ex situ. Notably, independent consideration of the
composition dependence of the thermodynamic factor, χ, is
crucial for translating concentration polarization into accurate
concentration overpotentials across the electrolyte. Dilute-
solution models based on Nernst−Planck theory require that χ
= 1 in eq 2 and therefore have no means of accounting for the
extreme nonideality of superconcentrated electrolytes, for
which matching the observed diffusion potentials requires χ
values of order 10 (cf. Figure 2D) .36,85

In battery configurations containing superconcentrated
electrolytes, overpotential management is critical to perform-
ance optimization. Electrolytes typically permeate porous
separators and electrodes in practical cells. Additional mass-
transport limitations due to pore geometry generally
exacerbate the development of both concentration gradients
and overpotentials.86 Although shorter interelectrode distances
reduce the barriers to high-rate operation by raising the mass-
transfer-limited current, physics-based simulations similar to
the one deployed here have shown that practical cell
geometries are susceptible to severe concentration gradients
that can swing from the equilibrium composition by ±100%
under reasonable power loads.87

The close agreement between the experimental and
predicted voltages during open-circuit relaxation justifies
further processing of the voltages observed during the current
pulse. By ascribing the difference between observation and
prediction to surface overpotentials, quantitative insight can be
gained about the redox kinetics of Li-metal electrodes
immersed in superconcentrated electrolytes. The nonmono-
tonic voltage response to applied current has been attributed to
surface-morphology changes of lithium electrodes by Wood
and colleagues.78,79 Figure 4A(i) shows that when concen-
tration overpotentials and bulk Ohmic losses are corrected out
of the data, the net surface overpotential in fact decreases
monotonically. Note that this surface overpotential encapsu-
lates all interfacial phenomena, for example, lithium plating/
stripping kinetics and Ohmic resistance of the SEI. The

accuracy of the MRI concentration profiles further allows this
surface overpotential to be analyzed in terms of two
composition-dependent Butler−Volmer kinetic mechanisms
in series.88 A fitting procedure based on a simple Butler−
Volmer kinetic model (Supporting Information, section S2.G)
produces an effective exchange-current density that increases
linearly with respect to the square root of time, traditionally
consistent with a diffusion-limited surface roughening process
during Li deposition.78,89,90 This overall trend suggests that for
the galvanostatic polarization experiments presented, the
increase in Li surface area (and its accompanying SEI)
outcompetes any increase in interfacial resistance from SEI
thickening elsewhere. It is difficult to construct reference-
electrode configurations that offer position-dependent in-
formation within an electrochemical cell;40 complete transport
and thermodynamic descriptions of bulk electrolytes could
enable further quantitative analysis of interfacial processes.
In conclusion, superconcentrated electrolytes have distinc-

tive structures, evidenced by the partial molar volumes of their
components, their extreme thermodynamic nonideality, and
their high degree of solvent coordination. Within LiPF6:EMC,
more than 25% of the solution volume is carried by salt in the
superconcentrated regime above 3 M, and concentration
overpotentials are amplified by a factor of 10 or more. The
OSM concentrated-solution theory accounts for all the quasi-
equilibrated pairwise species interactions that occur locally
within this system. This study reveals that the theory remains
suitable in the superconcentrated regime, so long as the
thermodynamic factor and Faradaic convective effects are
included.
A systematic parametrization of transport and thermody-

namic properties for LiPF6:EMC was performed using a suite
of independent experiments across the solution’s solubility
range. Significantly, instead of applying an inverse-modeling
approach, we instead validated the theoretical framework by
comparing model predictions to independently gathered
potentiometric MRI data. We found that local states within
an electrolyte pulsed with a constant current are predicted well
by a model whose parameters are circumstantially inferred by a
set of independent experiments that record global system
characteristics. For superconcentrated LiPF6:EMC, artificially
higher lithium transference is more accurately attributed to a
solute-volume effect. By exploiting open-circuit relaxations, we
also eliminated the voltage signatures of phenomena that are
not described by the solution-phase transport model, such as
interfacial reactions.
This work confirms that models based in irreversible

thermodynamics provide accurate predictions of local states
within electrolytes. Theories of this type allow ready extension
to include thermal and viscous properties, which enables
rigorous modeling beyond the isothermal and isobaric
scenarios assumed by most continuum electrolyte models in
use today. Appropriately parametrized simulations like those
described here could be combined with potentiometric MRI in
the future to study polarization limitations in demanding
applications, manage composition-dependent degradation
reactions, and infer morphological evolution of Li-metal
interfaces to unlock the performance of next-generation
batteries.
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